Au-nanoparticle coated mesoporous silica nanocapsule-based multifunctional platform for ultrasound mediated imaging, cytoclasis and tumor ablation.
Au nanoparticles-coated, perfluorohexane-encapsulated and PEGylated mesoporous silica nanocapsule-based enhancement agents (MSNC@Au-PFH-PEG, abb. as MAPP) have been synthesized, for the ultrasound-induced cytoclasis, contrast-intensified ultrasound (US) imaging and US-guided high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) surgical therapy. Both the US-induced thermal effect and US triggered release of loaded model drug with MAPP under US exposure indicated the excellent US sensitivity of MAPP and its applicability for the combined chemo-/thermal therapy and future potential for HIFU ablation; US imaging under different modes verify the attractive US contrast intensification by using MAPP; US-guided HIFU therapy ex vivo and in vivo with MAPP is found to be highly efficient on rabbit VX2 xenograft tumor ablation due to the high thermal energy accumulation and increased mechanical/thermal effects from US-induced PFH bubble cavitations. MAPP can be promisingly used as an inorganic theranostic platform for contrast-intensified US imaging, combined chemotherapy and efficient HIFU tumor ablation under the guidance by the intensified US.